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1. Introduction:
This submission appaars pursuant to a mandate issued to the authgr $l Corpcapital to
comrnent on the reasonablerress of the valuation of Cytech Umited as it appeared in the
annual accounts of Corpcapital at the following dates:

August 2000;

February 2001: and

Augusl 2001.

The submission wilt address a number of issues including, but not limited to:

The inherent lack of objective benchmarks in the valuation of financial assets;
The relative merits and demerits of the discounted cash floiy valuation - in particular
to the extent that it applies to technology-based companies and start-ups; and
The reasonableness of the specific assumptions used in the valuation of Cytech
Limited ('Cytech") at each of thE dates noted above.

A few preliminary comments ars in order:

We believe that it is ctitfcal to note that any assessment of the reasonableness or
otherwise of the assumptions used in the Cytech valuation must be detennined on
an ex ante basis, in ligfrt of information available at the time. Furthermore, we believe
that the valuation and underlying assumptions musl be placed firmly in the context of
the specific time period, geography, and industry in which the company operated - to
this end, consensus market €xpectatians regarding eamings gnow4h for the
technology sector at the dates mentioned above are relevant.

That Clech failed to achieve its budgeted performance figures in the period under
rwiew is patent. This fad should not in itself, however, offer insight into eiiher the
valuatian methodology employed or the assumplions used in forecasting operating

Fdormance for Cytech. ll is trite to note that global markets experienoed some
significant vdatility during the period under review, especially as concerns
companies with Intemet-related business models. The subsequent failure of many of
these companies does not detract from the facl that willing buyers and sellers at the

time both anticipated and prlced in extravagant grovrth opportunities for lnternet-
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related companies, or that such expectations represented the global conssnsus
prevailing at the tlme.

cytech is a us Dollar asset. The company is incorporated in Belize, is managed
from the united Kingdom, and oparates internationally. The group reports in us
Dollars. The sole connections to South Africa are through the group's sharehotding
structure and the back office and administration contracl with Aqua Online Holdirgs
Limited (iAqua'). we note that the Rand valuation of cytech as it appears in the
books of Corpcapiial at the salient dates is solely a translalion at prevailing rates d
exchange of the US Dollar valuation of the business. We note further that signi{icant
volatility in the external value of the Rand orer this period (particularly when
rneasured against the US Dollar) may suggest inconsistency and variability in the
valuation of Cytech not apparcnl in the US Dotfar valuation. We believe it appropriate
that our asses$ment of the reasonableness of the valuation of Cytech is based solely
on the US Dollar valuation of that asset.

Valualion is far from an exac{ science, and we urge an holistic approach to
assessing the reasonability of the assumptions used in dre valuation of Cytedr.
While some individuaf assumptions might be on€rous, others are conservative, and
while the author has addressed each discretely, it is the mnclusions on the whole
that are more relevant.

The author notes that the submission has been prepared on the basis of doarmentadon
provided to rne by CorpcaSital. The author makes no ciaims as to the accuracy of the
information provided. The list of sources appears as Annexure '8" of this document.

iv.
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2. Valuinq Financial Assets:

Financial management theory suggests that the benefits from owning a security are the

future cash flows - such as dividends, inierest payrnents and principal payments - that
are paid to the owner. The current rnarket price of a security is thus the amount that one
has to pay to obtain the future cash iows. ln a mmpetitive market with informed buyers
and sellers, the market price of a given sec,urity is therefore the present value of its

future cash flows.

When the future payments are certain, the riskless rate of interest detennines the
present value. Risky streams of in@rne, suc+l as those assoeiated with corporate
ownership, should be discounted at a rate of retum that is appropriate for the degree of
risk of the payments. This rate is the company's cost of capital, the average return
required by inveslors in the company's securities.

Notwithstanding any of the above, a number of pragmatic, everyday approaches tc

securities vafuation remain popular. The price-eamings ratio (PE) of a particular

company represents a multiplier applied to current or forecast accounting eamings to
determine the value of concem. lt should be evident that the primary applicabilig of the
PE is in the determination of relalive value; thal is when compared to the PE's of other

company's, indices or markets. A PE ratio ol 12x, for example, seys in itself nothing
about whether the company is cheap or expensive.

Further methodologies, such as EV/EBITDA ralios, EV/OpFCF ratios, and PEG ratios

also provide input as to the relative valuation of a cornpeny. Indeed, during the
technology boom of the late 1990's it became comrnon cause to value companies on a

multiple of their turnovet because few if any of these start-ups were generating profits,
let alone cash flow.

It is thus essenlial to stress at this point that a given valuation methodology is only as
good as the person employing it - every valuation methodology has its own set of
underlying assumptions, and few have unqualified applicability. PE ratios, for example,

rely on reported accounting earnings, the derivation of which differs oonsiderably across
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countries. In addition, management discretion in the treatrnent of depeciation, inventory
and tax can have significant implications for the reported eamings of a given cornpany.

Section three below examines the particular merits and demerits of the discpunted cash
flow methodology, its applicability to the valuation of Cytech at the salient dates, and the
reasonableness of the assumptions used in the determination of Cytecfr's value. We
also examine the specific revenue, profit and expense assumptions at each valuation
date as they constitute the key cash flow inputs into the modet.
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3. Discounted Gash_Flows - Merits and Demef_LEj,

We noted above that the discounted cash flow is one of the more widety accepted
methodologies curently emplolad in valuing financial assets, and that il is, in facl,
considered essential by many investors. NotwithstandJng this, no valuation should in our
view be undertaken without a thorough understanding of the assumptions underlying the
methodology employed, the applicabiltty of that methodology to various assets and/or
circumstances, and the relative stren$hs and weaknessos of the model. lt is to this point
that we now tum our attention.

The discounted cash flow model derives from the assumption that the value of any
linanqal asset is equivalent to the present value of all future cash flows that investors
can expec{ to receive, dismunted at an appropriate rate. Discounting the future cash
flows represents an acknowledgement of the time value of money - that cash flows
received at some point in the future are less valuable than the same quantum received
today.

A number of difficulties associeted with the modelare immediately apparent. The first is
that the cash flows of a going @noern are required to be estimated in perpetuity. lt is
trite to note that the volatility inherent in any business environrnent makes this
requirement well nigh impossible to satisfy. This is exacerbated in the case of start-up
companies and companies that are not cunently generating cash. Instead, explicit cash
flows are traditionally forecasl for a period of three or five )€ars, after which a termjnal
growth rate is assumed for the remainder of ihe perpetuity. lt is a weakness of the
discounted cash flow model that the va$ majority of the asset's value resides in this
residual period, while the explicit forecast period will only contribute a small propo66n to
the total value athibuted to the asset. In the August 2000 valuation of Cytech, for
example, approxirnately 67% of the US$ 56.8m value of the business is ascribed to the
perid beyond that which management has expliciily forecast.

A corollary of the above is that the value derived from the terminal period is sensitive to
the growth and discount rate assumptions employed. Using the August 2000 valuation of
Cytech again as an example, we note that every one hundred basis point change in the
assurned discount rate results in a change in the terminal value in the order of 9%. In
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addilion, every very one hundred basis point change in the assurn€d {erminal growth
rate results in a change in the terminal value in the order of 6%.

We traditionally mitigate the reliance on the terminal value by estimating an interim
growth period of behreen ten and fifteen years for the asset, with the terminal period
beginning only thereafter. White the accuracy of forecast cash flows in this period is
inherently less than in the explicit forecast period, it allorys for difbrent grovth rates to
be assumed at different stages of the company's life cycle, which more accurately
approximates reality. In addition, the value ascribed to the terminal period is significanfly
reduced. We no{e, though, that in the case of Cytech this vnould rarell have resulted in a
much higher valuation for the assel, as the assumed interim gro{ryth rate woufd have
been well in excess of the 5% (or 3%, in the case of th€ February 2001 and August 2001
valuations) terminal rate.

we also note that the rate applied in discnunting future cash flows also plays a
significant part in mitigatirtg the reliance on the terminal value. The 24% discount rate
applied in the valuation of Cytech, for example, has the effed of discounting future cash
llows to the extent that 92% of the assel's total vatue ties in the first fifieen years

Notwithstanding tha issues raised above, discounted cash lTous are considered superior
to other methodologies for a number of reasons:

The discounted cash florv yietds an absolute vralue for a given financial asget, as
opposed to other popular methodologies, such as PE or EVIEB|TDA ratios that onty
imply value relative to some index or benctrmark.

Unlike many other valuauon techniques, the discounted cash flow does nol rely on
accountjng eamings. fhe degree of management discretion in the determinatipn of
accounting earnings (for example with respecl to inventory and depreciation policy)
suggests a level of subjectivity wholly unsuited to the valuation of mrporate assets.

The nature of the dlscounted cash flow method is such that it provides an inherent
sensitivity analysis to changes in operating conditions. Corporate management can
easily ascertain the effect of cfranges in the risk-free rate, discount rate, terminal
growth rate, and capital expenditure on the value of the business.
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It has been suggested that the use of a discounted cash flow in the valuation of Cytech

was inappropriate. We submit, on the contrary, that the cash generative nature of the

@rnpany, @mbined with low levels of asset intensity and relatively meagre maintenance

capital expenditure requirements, lends jtself to the us6 of a discounted cash flow

valuation (as an aside, we consider management's assurnflion that capital expenditure

equalled depreciation in every year of the forecast to be conservative). ln addition, it

does appear ftom the working papers that implied profit and tumover multiples vrrere

derived frorn the discounted cash flow valuation and benchmarked against mmparable

companies and trade transaclions.
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4. Gorqgaoital Valq!$!o_n of Gvtech Limited:

We turn now to an analysis of the specific assumptions used in the discounted cash flow

valuation of Cytech. We reiterate the view espoused above that the use of a relatively

shorl explicit forecast period may result in the valuation being excessively reliant on the

terminal value, although the practical implications of this are mitigated by the use of a

conservative discount ra{e.

p.jfqg unt r.sfe Lssffnptlo,'l.si

As noted, the discounted cash flow model as$umes that the value of a financial asset is

equivalent to the present value of all future cash flows discounted at an appropriate rate,

This rate is the companys cost of capital, the average rate of return required by

investors in the cofrpany's securities, calculated as the weighled average gf the

securities used to finance the firm's investmenb as follows:

wAcc = (Kd'(Dt(D+E))) + (Ke'(E/(D+E)))

Kd=(Rf+CRPX1-T)

Ke=Rf+R(Km-Rf )

Whers:

WACC = weighted average mst of capital

l(d = cost of debl finance

Ke = cost ol equity finance

D = market value of debt

E = market vatue of equity

T = average tax rate

Rf = risk-free rate, usually the yield on long-dated government bonds

CRP = credit risk premium

Km = market rate of return

B = Eeta coefficient, equivalent to the historic volatility of an individual compan/s retum

relative to an appropriate index. A beta greater than 1 indicates greater volatility in

returns than the index and vice versa.
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We note that the calculation is simplified in the case of Cytech as the company is

essentially ungeared.

While most of the inputs into the weighted cost of capital formula above are easily

calculated, it remains to management in the case of an untisted company such as

Cytech to assume a Beh coefficient for the c-ornpany. The Beta of 2.0 utilised in each of

ttre August 2000, February 2001and August 2001 valuations of the business disclosed

at the time an $Yo premium to the average Beta of the companies listed in the

Information Technology sector of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange at the time. The

author notes that it may well have been more appropriate to benchmark Cytech's

assumed beta coefficiant to the US or global technology sectoc, given the company's

place of domicile and primary client base. This would likely not yield a different result

from that arrived at above, however.

At the same time, the valuation of Cytech assumed an additional 9% risk premium to

allow for company and/or sec{or-specific risks, in particular those associated with the

gaming industry. This resulB in a discount rate for Cytech valuation of some 24%. This

should be viewed in the context of an average discor.rnt rate for an ungeared South

African industrialconcern of approximately 13%, and of approximately6Yofor sirnilar US

or UK companies. Management have thus assumed that the business carrlrd four times

as much risk as an average US industrial company, We note that Merrill Lynch in their

2001 report on the e-Gaming industry applied a 14.5a/o dlsmunt rde to the explicit

(frfteen year)forecast period in their discounted cash flow valualions, and a g% dismunt

rate thereafter. On this basis the 24% assumed for the duration of the Cytech valuation

can only be considered conservalive.

Terminal qrowth late assumptions:
The terminal vafue in the discounted cash flow valuation of Cy{ech was calculaled using

a 5% growth rate in the August 2000 valuation, and a 3% growth rate in the February

2001 and August 2001 valuations.

A perpetuity of the sort used to calculate the terminal value in a discounted casb flow

valuation has no maturity date - it represents an infinite stream of cash flows. Because

of this infinite nature of the perpetuity, it is conceptually difficult to assume a growth rate

1 l
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in the cash flows. No company has (or presumably ever will) be able to grow its cash

flcnrys ad infinitum, certainly not in real terms. This is particularly relevant in light of our

earljer comments as to the quantum of the total value of the discounted cash flow that

traditionally resides in the terminal period.

For this reason, it has become common practice to assume, for the purposes of

discounted cash flow valuations, a terminal grcrwth rate no higher than the average rate

of inflation in a given econorny. In the case of the US economy, the average rate 0f

inflation over the past hffenty years has been approximately 3al0, in line with the terminal

grcnflth rates used subsequenl to the August 2000 valuation of Cytech,

On this basis, it would at first appear that the trerrninal gronrth rate assumption used in

the August 2000 valuation of Cytech was high. We calculate, however, that the use of a

3% terminal growth rate would only have reduced the valuation by some 9% - this is a

function of the high discount rate employed and its ability to erode future cash florr.rs.

White there is no discussion in the documentation provided as to why the teminal

growth ritte was assumed at 5% for the purposes of the August 2000 valuation, or why it

was subsequently lowered, management has subsequently informed us that the 5%

discount rate was derived on the basis of longterm inflation plus GDP, and was lowered

to 37o in line with the rate used in the Menill Lynch e-Gaming report.

We will examine the specific impact of the terminal groMh rate assurnption on the

August 2000 valuation in more detail below.

Sustaina9le e aminq s adilJgj,?ltn ts.,
The discounted cash flow valuation of Cytech has in all perfods been prepared on the

basis of sustainable eamings. We believe it conceptually appropriate to exolude from the

cash flow forecasts those revenues and expenses that management reasonably

believes to be non-recurring. This should have the effect of increasing the reliability of

the cash flow forecasts and thus the valuation.

t2
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al Auoust 20{X} valuation:

While the revenue growth assumptions for the period to May 2001 rnay at first glance

appear high at 139%, il is worth noting that the implied month-on-month growth rate is

only 7.S%. This should be seen in light of the 24% month-on-month revenue growth

achieved in July 2000, and the 9% achieved in June 2000. lndeed, the sequential groMh

in rsvenues from November 1999 to the date of the valuation discloses a month-on-

month rate of 11.sa/o. We also note lhe protected revenue forecasts prepared by English

Harbour during merger discussions with Cytech in May 2000. fn this light the forecast

growth rate must app€ar ex ante reasonable.

As concems the cost assumptions. the author notes that management has on occasion

forecast reductions in variable costs on the basis of contract negotiations yet to be

finalised. While most of the cost reduclions did in fact occur, there was often a timing

difference behveen the forecast and the actual cost reduction, Management contends

that the forecast reduction in the Aqua fee from January 2000 was based on the agreed

fee for the merged Cytec|/English Harbour group, lmportantly, due to the conditionality

of the merger and by implication the cost savings, managernent assures us they were

not taken into account in the fair value calculation, resulting in the difierence beh^€en

the indicative valuation and the fair value at this date.

As concems the assumptions for years two and three of the forecast, ti€ nde that

revenue growth was forecast well in excess of that estirnated by Christiansen Capital

Advisors for the industry as a whole. This could to some extent be a function of the smatl

base, given the retative nascent stage of Cytech's grovvth cycle. The forecast increase in

marketing etsts appears to adequately provide for anticipated heightened mrnpetition -

this is especially true in light of the fad that it is the largest single cos't in the business.

The fair valuation of US$ 44.8m discloses an historic PE of 28x (based on sustainable

profits for the twelve months lo August 2000 of US$ 1.6m). This represents a discount of

some 30% to the historic PE of the JSE Information Technology lndex, of 35% to the

JSE Computer & $oftware Servicss sector, and of E0% to NASDAQ. On a forward basis,

using forecast profits forthe period to May 2001, the PE multiple drops to 8x. Wa point

out that even on the basis of the ac{uat profits generated over this period, of U$$ 4.6m,

l 3
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the multiple of 10x compares favourably with the 13x pre-tax rnultiple paid by Stanley

Leisure for two unprofitable casinos in March 2000, and the 32x fon"rard EBITDA

multiple of Starnet Communications at the tjme.

We noted above our opinion that the 57o terminal growth rate assumed in the dismunted

cash flow valuation at this date was unrealistically high. However, we must point out that

the nature of the discounted cash flow, whereby future cash flors are worth less than

current ones, has the practical effecl of mitigating this assumption. The 24% discount

rate used in the August 2000 vdluatron implies that cash flows beyond approximately

fifteen years are discounted by a fador of some 25x, whidr significantly reducss their

influence on lhe total valuation. lndeed, approximalely 92oh of the tqtal value of Cytech

in the August 2000 valuation derives from the first fifteen years of the forecast period.

We calculate that the use of a 3% terminal growth rate would have reduced the overall

indicative vatuation of Cytech by only 90/o - again this is a function of the application of a

24% discount rate to all future cash flows lt should also be pointed out that the fair value

attributed to Cytech in the Corpcapital annualfinancialstiatemefits was some 20% beTow

the indicative valuation of the investrnent, and that in our view even the indicative

valuation appears reasonabfe relative to the indices and peer group mentioned above.

l 4
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b) .Februarv 2001 vqluation:

The revenue growth forecast for the period to November 2001 disdoses growth of 75a/o

on the twelve months trr January 2001. The irnplied month-on-month gro$/th rate in

revenues is 4.Bok, well below the 7.5o/o implied in the August 2000 valuation. We nota

that while January 2001 (the most recently available at ihe iime of the valuation) showed

a sequential decline of 6% on the December 2000 number, both months appear to be

strongly seasonal. Combined with the strong month{n-month groradh experienced in

December, the average month-on-month growth rate in revenues for December 2000

and January 2001 is approxirnately 7.90/o, well above the 4.8% implied by the foecasl.

Once again, management have pre-empted the conclusion of contrac{ renegotiations in

treir cost assumptions. These assumptions were, according lo management, based on

the fees that Aqua was signing with new ciients at lhe tirne, and approximated the rate

agreed the year before for the merged Cytech/English Harbour group. Cytech had the

experiise to provide this service in-house were Aqua not to reduce the fee to what was

considered a more appropriate level, That said, there was no assurance that Aqua would

indeed reduce the fee, arrd the provision sf the service in-house by Cytech would

doubtless have implied certain adminishation costs. While the assumptions turned out trc

be ex post accurate, we believe that in the interests of prudence sorne provision should

have been made in the forecast for the potential costs of providing the seruices in'house.

We note that the February 2001 profit assumptions disclose a four hundred basis point

improvernent in operating margins, from the 16% achieved in the period to January 2001

to 200/c. While this would appear to be largely a func'tion of ttre forecast reduction in the

Aqua marketing placement GJst, we note that the forecast also assumes a reducton in

marketing as a percentage of revenues. Management commented to the author that they

believed the group was becoming more efficient in its rnarketing (Cytech had

consistently under-spent on marketing relative to budget during the six-month period

prior to the valuation without experiencing any decrease in revenues), and that while the

marketing spend relative to rcvenue was still forecast to rise as a result of increased

competition, an adjustment to the base was deemed appropriate.

1 5
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The valuation of US$ 57.1m discloses an historic PE of 14x (based on sustainable

profits for the twelve months to February 2001 of US$ 4.2m), well below the 28x historic

multiple implied in the,August 2000 valuation, The PE multiple represents a discount of

some 30% to the historic PE of the JSE lnformation Technology Index (unchanged from

the August 2000 valuation), of 3070 to the JSE Computer & Software Ssrvices sector,

and of 98% to NASDAQ. On a forward basis, usang forecast profits for the period to

November 2001, the PE rnultiple drops to 7x. We point out that even on the basis of the

actual profits generated over this period, of US$ 3,9m, the forward multiple of 'lSx

compares with the 13x fonvard multiple of Stanley Leisure, the 13x forward multiple of

PowBr Leisure, and the 280x forward PE of Gaming Internet.

We are satisfied with atl of the assumptions used in the discounted cash flow valuation

of Cytech at this date.

16
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c) Auoust 2001 valuationl

The revenue growth forecast for the period to August 2002 disdoses a decline in

revenues of some 19Yo. This reduotion in the top line is largely attributed to the

implementation of new softlvare due to take place Oclober 2001, and the associated

tirne reguired migrating users to the new platfonn. In anticipation of this sofivare

change, marketing oosts w€re scaled back significantly'

Interestingly, the decision to instruc{ online casinos to mde their credit card kansactions

to enable US banks to identify (and possibly reject) gaming transacttbns was nol

anticipated to have any material impact on the induslry. lt appears from the

docurnentation provided tfrat management anticipded that altemative p4/ment

mechanisms woutd substitute for credit cards - we note that such alternative payment

mechanisms were in place on the site at the time, that costs approximated those for

credit card purchases, and that the initial take-up by players was promising. We quote in

this regard from the minutes of the Cytech rnanagement committee meeting held on

August 15,2001:

"3.2 Credit cards: SR (Sean Rose) presented a report on credit card usage which

showed a better than expected take-up of Firepay (virtual wallet), due to bolh

aggressive rnarketing and players seeking out alternative means of purchasing."

The following appeared in the minutes of the management commlttee meeting held on

September 12,2O01:

"4.2.2Firepay takeup continues to rise, totalling $450k for August."

In addition, managernent points out that Bear Sterns (March 2001 report) forecast the

US legislative position with respec-t to online gaming lo improve'

At August 2001 ali forecast ccst reductions werc, according to managernent, mntractual.

WE note that the August 2001 profit assumptions disclose a twelve hundred basis point

improvement in operating margins, from the 15o/o achieved in the period to August 2001

L 7
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to 27%. This is largely a func'tlon of reduced variable costs on the bac'k of renegotiated

contracls with Aqua and lMS. Marketjng costs were forecast above h'tstoric levels to

account for the increased expendilure required to mnvert users to the new scftruare

platform. There is also a base effect following the unsuccessful marketing campaign of

April - July 2001.

As concerns the assumptions for years two and three of the forecast, we note that the

base effect created by the new soflrlrare implementation in Oc'tober 2001 inflated the

revenue growth rates for the period io August 2003. ln absolute terms, revenues in 2003

wer€ forecast to bre 31olo higher than those ac,frieved in 2001 - still well below consensus

revenue grovth forecasts at the time (Bear stems were forecasting 36% cornpound

gnowth in revenues to 2003). The forecast increase in marketing coe{s appears lo

provide f or a ntici pated he i ghtened competi tion.

The valuation of US$ 55.4m discloses an histroric PE of 12x (based on sustainable

profits for the twelve months to August 2001 of US$ 4.5m), below the 14x implied by the

February 2001 valuation, and significantly lower than the 28x muitiple implied by the

furgust 2000 valuation. Oespite the reduction in the absolute rating (as well as the

absolute quantum of the valuation), on a relative basis the valuation br the first time

implies a premium to global technology indices. Cytech is now valued at a premium of

some 60% to the historic PE's of both the JSE Information Technology and Computer &

Sofhpare Services lndices. Losses on the NASDAQ at the time render any comparison

with that Index PE meaningless. Nothing appears in the supporting documentiation to

suggest why a re-rating of the business was deemed appropriale.

Notwithstanding tfre above, ttre 14x historic PE remains broadly in line with the ratings

of competitors such as Aspinalls.com (12.6x historic), Stanley Leisure (16x fonmard) and

Power Leisure (13.6x forward), suggesting that the online gaming industr! as a whole

experienced a re-rating relative to major indices at this time.

On a forward basis, using forecest proflts for the period to August 2002, the PE multiple

drops to 8x, alttrough we note that this is above the implied 7x fon'.rard multiple used in

the February 2001 valuation. No explicit comment is provided as to why such a re'rating

1 8
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should have occurred, although it could well be justified in the context of the business'

cash generative nature and abovFindustry average margins.

We are salisfied with all of the assumptions used in the <liscrunted cash flow valuation

of Cytech at this date. Indeed, we point out that an additionaf risk premium was implicitly

buift in to this pailicular valuation through the conlinued use of a 24o/p discount tate

despite the facl that US interest rates were one hundred basis points lower than at the

time of the August 2000 valuation.

l 9
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5. Soecific Criticismsi

ln addition to the more general mandate described previously, Corpcapital have also

asked me to comment on a number of specific issues, which they posed to me in the

form of criticisms levelled at the Cy4ech valuation. I have replicated these criticisms

below, along with my commenE on each.

i. ln order that Corpcapltaf's investment in Netainment could be accourtbd for at

fair value the value had to fu capabte of reliahle measunlmenL ft is suggesled

that it was nof so for the hllowing reasons:

AtAugust 20o0 the bqsiness was only two years old-

Ihe business opefiafed in a new uncertain industry.

ln particula4 there wete uncedainfies regarding the curtwtt and future

legality of the business operations in tfe US.

The DCF valuation methodology furpcasf cash flows into perpetuity

unrcliably for an immature busins*s.

The valuation sfiovved a sftarp increase ftom August 1999 !o Augusf

2000.

Significant iusrneqs changes (the adoption of new software in August

2001) impaired the val.ter's ahility to predict performance-

At the time of the August 2000 valuation, Cytech had been consistently generating

positive cash flows for a period of approximately fifleen months. We believe that this was

sufficient to allow management to malte reasoned estimates of future cash flows.

It is our view that the cash generative nature of Cytech, combined with low levels of

asset intensily and relatively meagre maintenanoe capital expenditure requirements,

lends itself to the use of a discounted cash flow valuation. As noted previously, it is a

weatfless of the discounted cash flow valuation as a whole that it requires the estimation

of cash flows in perpeturty. Oespite these theoretical drawbacks, the disoounted cash

flow remains the most popular valuation methodology for investment professionals, and

is reliabty acted upon on a daily basis.

a

o

o
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In addition to this, we note that the 2470 discount rate applied by Corpcapital to the

future cash llorys of Clech has the effeci of drastically reducing the import of such

distant cash flows. to the extent that some 92o/o ol the total ralue of Cytecfi lies in the

first fifteen years of the cash flow forecast. The valuation's reliance on the terminal

period is thus significarrtly reduced, and its integrity conespondingly enhanced.

We further note our viewthatto have reflec'ted the investmerrt at its 1998 historical cost

of R1.8m would not have constituted prudent and accurate disclosure to shareholders

for an asset that generated US$ 80 000 in October 1999 alone.

Cornbined with the terminal growth rate and discount rate assumptions discussed

previously, the resultant valuation is, in our view, capable of being reliably ac'ted upon.

This is particularly true in the context of the rnultitude of companies listed on various

exchanges {the ultimate arene of corporate valuation) around the world at the time that

were @mmanding valuations equivalent to many multiples of revenues despite the faa

that they were not generating any profits, let alone cash flows'

ii. The OCF valuation methodology {rsed was inappropriate for the following

rPasons:

Ilre business had a llmlted track rectrd,

It opented witfiin a new and uncertain industry rendting

forecasts sPecu I ative,

. The use of cast, flows into perpetuity were unrcllable-

Our comments above refer. By August 2000, Cytech had been consistently generating

positjve cash flows for a period of some fifteen months, sufficient in our view to allow

rnanagemerrt to rnake reasoned estimates of future cash flows. While the use of cash

f1ows in perpetuity is theoretically unreliable, the practicat effect of the assum$ions

employed by Corpcapital is that no cash flows beyond approximately 20 years had any

material influence on the valuation of Cytech.
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ttl. The fprecasts upon wfilch the valualions werc Dased wwe lmprudanily

opfirnisfic for the followl ttg t€asons;

They took into rccount reduced fiees rnd exPenses for ctrtain

key services, on oscasions befure flnatlmtbn of contactltdl

commitnents.

Adjustm$ts to historic prolits to anive el susfiaiasble future

profils (by exduding non-rcaning expenses) presented a non'

commercial fqptasentaflon of the buslness.

turecasts werc subsegudttty nat met and Insuffrcient attention

was paid to this in adopting fprpcasts tor subsequent pcrtds-

We have poirded out that rnanagement has on occasion throqgh the rrarious forecas'ts

assumed reductions in msts on the basis of contract negrotiatiors yet to be finalised'

While most of the cost reductions did in fad occur, there was sometimes a timirp

difference between the forecast and the actual cost redudion. There is no evidence in

the documentation provided as to the level of certairrty sunounding the exac-t quanturn or

timing of the cost reducfions. As concems the August 2000 valuation, management

contends that the forecast reduction in the Aqua fee from January 2001 was based on

the agreed fee for the merged Cytech/English Harbour graup. lmpoftantly' due to the

conditionality of the merger and by implication the cost savings, numagement assures us

these were not taken inb account in the fair value calculation of C$ech, resulting in the

differenoa between the indicative valuation and the fair value at lhis date.

We note that the discounted cash flow valuations of Cytech have In all periods been

prepared on the basis of sustainable earnings. Wa believe it conceptually appropriate to

erclude from the cash flcnar forecasts those revenues and expensas that management

reasonably believes to be non-recurring. We believe this has ttre effed of increasing the

reliability of the cash flow forecasts and thus the valuation'

We have noted continuously through our submission that any assessment sf the

reasonableness or otheruise of the assumptions used in the Cytech valuation must be

determined on an ex ante basis, and that the fact that Cytech faited to achieve its

budgeted performance figures should not in itseK offer insight inio the assurnptions used
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in forecasting operating performance. lt is tr'rte to note that global markets experienced

Some significant volatility during the period under revigw, especially as concelns

companies with lntemet-related business models. The subsequent failure of many of

thess companies does not detract from the fac-t that willing buyers and sellers at the time

both antrcipated and priced in extravagant growth opportunities ficr Intemet'relaled

companies, or that such expectations representad the global consensus prevailing at the

tirne.

iv, Therc v6s no active market for the sfiares in Cytech, a cofiltlon rquired to

rcndet the investment value capable of reliahle metsurcnent

Only a very smatl proportion of financial assets are iraded in active financial markets.

Thls dcres not detrac-t frorn the multitude of irade transactions whicfr occur on e daily

basis argund the world, or the ability reliably tO rneasure and ad upon tha investment

valuations of such assets.

v. The ficr'ecasfs do not account for lnanne 6x, the bscinass being located in a

non.tax Jurlsdiation and not having heen ttable for tax htstorlcally. This is a

lundamenhlly unsustainabte slatss and ona whic[ a patential pufChaS4

would nol r€cagnise.

It is relevant that at each of the respeclive valuation dates, August 2000, February 2AQ1

and August 2001, the tax-exempt status of Cytech had been maintained' Unless

management had grounds upon which to reasonably expec't that this tax-exempt $atus

might change, there is no reasen tq have provided for a full tax rate in the discounted

cash flcnrv yaluation of the business. As regards the contention above that the compan/s

lax-exempt status would not be recognisod by a potential purchas€r, We maintain, On lhe

contrary, that the extent to which a company's tax status impacb on its cagh flows would

be of fundamental irnportancs to any polential acquirer. Our experience is that deferred

tax assets, assessed losses and other such cash tax benefits are always indopendently

valued in irade transactions.

23
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Summarv anC Go.nclusions:

The assessment of the reasonableness of valuations such as those of C$ecfi which

appeared in the annual financial statements of Corpcapitat at August 2000, February

2001 and August 2001 is an exercise fraught with difficul$, not least of all because of

our ex post knov/ledge of the actual vemus budgeted performange of the company

subsequent to the valuations. The task is further frustrated by the fact of our incomplete

knowledge of the exad nature and extent of the information available at the tlrne of the

valuations, which inforrnation would have been critically important in shaping

management's expectations of future performance. Management's exPeclations will also

have been influencad by the context of the specific time period, geography, and induslry

in which the company operated * to this end it would be disingenuous to ignore the facl

of the extravagant growth forecast for Intemet'related companieS by managerS and

investment professionals alike during the period under review. Finally, we rnust note that

the discountad cash flow methodology is by its very deflnition subjedive, reliant as it is

on uncenain future cash flows and the use of an "appropriate" discount rate in the

determination of Present value.

Ever cognisant of the above health warnings, we have attempted to form an objedive

assessmenl of the reasonableness of the assumptions used in both valuations of

Cytech, both as concerns the valuation itself as well as the underlylng profit forecasts.

Wo reiterate that our work has been prepared on the basis of documentation provided to

me by Corpcapital. The author makes no claims as to the accuracy of the information

provided. We summarise our key findings below.

i, The Beta coefficient of 2.0 utilised in each of the August 2000, February 2001

and August 2001 valuations of the business disclosod at the time ?rr8o/o premium

to the average Beta of tha companies listed in the Information Technology sector

of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange at the time. White such a premium would

be justified for a small capritalisation company as a similar nascent stage of ib

grwvth cycle as Cytech, we suggest that it may well have been conceptually

mofe appropriate to benchmark Cytech's assumed beta coeficient to the US or

global technology sectors, given the company's place of domicile and pdmary

24
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client baSe. ThiS woutd not, howevef, have resulted in any mat€rial difierence in

the beta coefficient emPloYed.

The valuation of Clech assumed an additional 9% risk prsmium in the Aurgust

2000 and February 2001 valuations, and an additional 107o rislt premium in the

August 2001 valuation (the latter due to a one hundred basis point redudion in

US irrterest rates over the period). This additional risk premium was believed

appropriate to allow for company and/or sector-specific risks, in parliculat those

associated with the gaming industry. The resultant discount rate ussd in the

dascounted cash flow vatuation of Cytech was thus 24%. This would appear lo be

consen/ative when cornpared with the discoufi rates used by Merrill Lynch in

their 2001 +.Gaming rePort.

We view the 24% discount rate used in the Cy,tech valuation in the context of an

averag€ discount rate for an ungeared South African induStrial cOmpany of

approximately 13o/o, and appnoxirnately EVo for similar US or UK companies' We

view the additional risk premiurn ernployed as prudent given the regulatory and

market risk associated with the COmpany, as well as its size and market Share'

The terminal value in the discounted cash flow valuation of Cytech was

calculated using a 5% growth rate in the August 2000 valuation, and a 3% growth

rate in the February 2001 and August 2001 valuations.

We remind the reader that the conceptual difficulty associated with the

assumption of an inflnite period of grwth has resulted in it becoming common

practice to assume a terminal grofih rate no higher than the average rate of

infiatiOn in a given economy. In the case of the US economy, the average rate of

inflation over the past twenty years has been approximately 3%, in line with the

terminal growth rates used subsequent to the August 2000 valuation of Cytech'

We believe that the terminalgrowth rate of 5% used in the August 2000 valuation

of Cytech was high. However, we point out that tfe nature of the discounted cash

flow, whereby future Cash flows are worth less than current ones, haS the

practrcal effect of mitigating lhis assumption. The 24% discount rate used in the

August 2000 valuation implies that cash flows beyond approximalely ffieen years

are discounted by a factor of some 25x, which significanUy reduces their

tv.

vt .
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influence on the tstal valuation, lndeed, approximately g2olo of the trctal value of

Cytech in the August 2000 valuation derives from the first fifteen years of the

forecast period. In addition, the fair value for Cytech included in the Corpcapital

annual financial statements at this date was some 20% below the indicative

valuation anivad at using the discounted cash ffow, which rnore than

compensates for the hlgh terminal growth rate.

While we believe the revenue growth assumptiOns used in the August 2000

valualion to be ex ante reasonable, we nOte that management haS COnSiStently

through the various forecasls assumed reduciions in costs on the basis of

contract negotiations yet to be finalised. While nmst of lhe cost reductions did in

fact occur, there was sometirnes a timing differencs between the forecaS and the

actual cost reduclion. There is no evidence in the docurnentation provided as to

the level qf certainty surrounding the exact quantum or timing of the cost

redudions.

The valuation utilised in the Corpcapital annual financial statements at August

2000 represents a discount of sorne 30% to the historic PE of the JSE

Information Technology Index, of 35% to the JSE Computer & Sofrvrare Services

Index, and of 8ff/o to NASDAQ. Even on the basis of ac'tual profits generated

over this period, the multiple compares favourably with both the peer group as

well as trade lransactions at the tirne'

Once again the February 2001 valuation appears reasonable relative to both the

listed peer group and various technology indices. We nole the corrsistency in the

relative valuation of Cytech at this date compared with the August 2000

valuation,

The August 2001 valuation disdosed a reduction in the quantum attributed to

Cytech, as well as a reduction in the absolute PE multiple. That said, on a

relative basis the valuation for the first time implies a premium to global

technology indices. Nothing appears in lhe supporting doctmentaUon to suggest

why a re.rating of the business was deemed appropriate. We coniecture that the

online gaming industry as a whole experienced a r+rating relative to rnajor

tx.
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indices at this time, given that lhe implied rating for Cytech remains broadly in

line with those of major competitors'

xi. We nole that the valuation of Cytech was generally consistent in respecl of the

methodology ernployed and assumptions used.

It should become apparent from the above that in the autho/s view, the valuations of

Cytech as they appeared in the Corpcapital annual financial reports at August 2000,

February 2001 and August 200'l were substantially reasonable.

We have attempled to highiight pafiicular circumstances where we believe there may be

cause for improvement, but once again note that an holistic approach to the valuatton
)' process is called for. We maintain, however, that where one applies reasonable

assumptions in the derivation of such a valuation, as we find w?s the csse in the

valuations of Cgech, then it should be capable of being reliably acted upon.

L '
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2QQ2 to 2Q03

1999 ta 2002

1996 and 1997

Employment HistorY

Associate Director equity research, IIBS Invesuncnt Bank

Vice-presideul equity researcb, Credit Suisse First Boson

LEcturerof Colporalp Fin^snce and Lrvestment at Second and Thfud
year lwel in the Business Economics Deparbnent of tbe Uoiversity
of the Witwatersrand, Joharmesburg
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LLB 1998 University of the
Witwater$and,
Johanncsburg

BComm (Hons[criz laude) 1996 Univcrsity of the
Witwatcruand,
Joharnesbwg

Specialising in Corporate Finance and lnvestment:
Portfolio derivation, pnclng and management;
Strucnred derivative product transactions;
Iticing, valuing, trading and hedging derivatives and stuctured derivative p,roducts

BCosun 1995 lJniversity of the
Witwatersrand,
Johurnesbug

1992 R€dhill Higb School,
Momingside

Matric (A aggregate)
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Education

MPhil 1999 Cambridge

Specialising in Corporate Finance and Investnent:
Pricing and hedging ftameworks for derivative producu;
Capital allocation modcls;
Pricuig debt and equity instruments;
Rcgulation of fu:ancial markets;
Intemarional and cross-cultural management;
Systems of corPorate govermnce;

1 Industial Organisation'
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Awards and Prizes

2000-2003 Rated amongst the top six anaiysts in thc annual Financial Mail survcy on
seven occasions and in four diflerent sectors

Awaded a F\rll Blue for Golf at Cambridge Univenify as a mernber of thc

Cambridge team that played Oxford in the I lOth VanityMatch at Royal

Crnque Potb

Guardian National Prize for most outsranding Btsiness Economics
Honous student at the Universit-v of the Witwatersrand

Univasity of the Witwatersrand Student Govemance Bunary
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Leadership Roles

lggT Captained the University of the Wirwatersrand Golf Team to the South
African Universities Golf Week

1996 Captain of the Killarney Golf Club Under'Z3 lraguc Tcanr

199516 Captain of the University of the Witwatersrand 2nd xI Cricket

1994 Elected to the Student Representative Council (SRC) of the University of
the Witwatersrandn Johonnesburg

Elected by the membsrs of the SRC to the Executive of that body,
adopting the portfolio of Trce$ursr

Appointed to thr Universiry Council Advisory Cornnrinee on $tudent
Developilent
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Annexure "8" - List of Sources

The following documentation was provided by Corpcapital and formed he basis

of the submission:

Menill Lynch Zff)1 E-gaming report

Cytech valuation document *2003

Cytech salient features document - August 2002

Letter dated 't7h September 2003 from Benji Liebmann and Neil Lazarus to

Advocate John Myburgh SC and Professor Keith Prinsloo

Cytech operational time line of events

Ac 128 valuation of Cytech Limited - PriceWaterhouseCoopers, October

2002

Indicative valuation of Cytech - August 2002

lndicative valuation of Cytech - February 2002

Indicative valuation of Netainment NV - September 2001

lndicative valuation of Netainment NV - March 2001

lndicative valuation of Netainment NV * August 2000

Appendix - record and rebuttal of criticisrns levelled in Abrahams and Collett

reports

VariOus graphs of Cytech monfrly revenues and profits; Cytech revenue and

profit forecasts; and industry revenue forecasts

Glossary

Schedule of questions from Benji Liebrnann
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